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University of Sydney misconduct in ANU PhD on “research silencing” and “academic freedom”
Hello readers. My name is Rory Robertson. I am referred to as a “primary detractor” in various events recounted in
the July 2017 PhD thesis that is reproduced in part in this document (pp.3&11 below). I was not interviewed to put
my side of the story before the Australian National University’s @JacquiHoepner had her PhD launched on Twitter:

I'm responding here because this ANU PhD falsely suggests I’ve been mean and unreasonable - even corrupt - in
disputing the Charles Perkins Centre’s infamous Australian Paradox “finding”. Unsurprisingly, I’m keen to provide
a reliable account of this matter: http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
For starters, this July 2017 PhD thesis contains the defamatory suggestion that I bribed University of Sydney ViceChancellor Dr Michael Spence, to secure a meeting with him, in the process of ensuring the 2014 research-integrity
Inquiry went ahead (pp. 58, 94 and 96). In fact, I did not bribe, and have not yet met, Dr Spence (pp.3-4&10below).

Critically, the PhD’s exclusive focus was supposed be on academics whose work has been disputed "on moral
grounds" alone: it was supposed to reject academics involved in "demonstrable cases of misconduct" and those
promoting “research that is invalid or deficient in some demonstrable way” (pp. 2, 19, 99 & 116). Clearly, research
spanning 1980-2010 that relies on an annual series discontinued as unreliable after 1998-99, then extended as a
conspicuously flat faked line - notably dead-ending in 2003 not 2010 - has no valid place in any such thesis (chart).

Page 28 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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Ms Hoepner explains that she didn’t waste much time investigating why the Australian Paradox research is being
“attacked”: "From a preliminary reading of my participants' cases prior to conducting interviews, the responses to
their research didn't seem to be based on critique, or furthering understanding, or quality control" (p. 119).
Not bothering to notice the problems invalidating the Australian Paradox “finding” (pp. 18 and 28 in my Five-year
Update) was a profound error by Ms Hoepner. It led her to the invalid recruitment of University of Sydney
Professor Jennie Brand-Miller and the Dietitians Association of Australia’s Dr Alan Barclay as research subjects.
It was all downhill from there. Ms Hoepner writes: "The data elicited from [Professor Jennie Brand-Miller's]
interview was among the richest and most critical…" (p. 12). That impressively “rich” information set includes the
self-serving false claim that Professor Brand-Miller and co-author Dr Barclay’s extraordinarily faulty Australian
Paradox research was “pursued relentlessly” for years “for what amounted to a couple of misprints” (p. 127).
Critically, rather than unearthing just "a couple of misprints", I have demonstrated carefully, and relentlessly, that
Professor Brand-Miller and Dr Barclay's high-profile "finding" is based on data discontinued as unreliable, and fake
data, on top of their impressively clownish assessments of up versus down (pp. 18 & 28 in Five-year Update).
Amazingly, Professor Brand-Miller, Dr Barclay and senior University of Sydney management have recklessly, year
after year, pretended that their Australian Paradox "finding" (2011) is scientifically valid despite knowing their
preferred indicator was discontinued as unreliable by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) after 1998-99, and
then faked: the preferred indicator after 1998-99 - after the ABS abandoned an unreliable counting methodology
and stopped counting! - is a conspicuously flat faked series, dead-ending in 2003 (pp. 28&64 in Five-year Update).
So, my concerns about the veracity of this shonky pro-sugar research - widely promoted by industry and politicians are indeed centred on profoundly deficient quality control: the persistence of misconduct has helped to make the
Australian Paradox scandal into maybe the best-documented case of serious research fraud in Australian history.
Alas, a young ANU researcher’s PhD has been ruined because she was misled by distinguished – but unacceptably
incompetent, dishonest and/or delusional - scientists from the University of Sydney’s palatial Charles Perkins
Centre. Their unacceptable devotion to recklessly false information is highlighted by Professor Brand-Miller telling
Ms Hoepner that I would be surprised to learn that she has "absolutely" no pro-sugar conflicts of interest (p. 69).
In fact, Professor Brand-Miller founded and operates the University of Sydney’s (50%-owned) business that’s paid
by food and beverage industries to put healthy Low-GI stamps on products that are up to 99.4% sugar, while she
and her Low-GI crew sell literally millions of diet books that feature the reckless false claim: "There is absolute
consensus that sugar in food does not cause [type 2] diabetes" (see p. 7 below, and pp. 5&7 in Five-year Update).
Ironically, given claims that I’ve recklessly “silenced” Brand-Miller and Barclay, their Australian Paradox research
continues to multiply, with four shonky papers - promoting fake data as valid - in three journals. In March 2017,
they placed fake data in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition. Alarmingly, Professor Stephen Simpson (the
head of the Charles Perkins Centre) and Professor Stewart Truswell (the main scientific author of our Australian
Dietary Guidelines) now have their names on this epic fraud (p. 6 below, and pp. 78 & 94-97 in Five year Update).
Readers, incompetence and persistent research fraud have been allowed to run wild at the University of Sydney.
Disturbingly, victims of the Australian Paradox fraud continue to accumulate: beyond tending to harm people still
unconvinced added sugar is a major driver of disease, misery and early death, via the twin pandemics of obesity
and type 2 diabetes (pp. 7-9 below), the authors’ self-serving misinformation now has ruined an ANU student’s
PhD thesis and brought Group of Eight science into serious disrepute. Why do taxpayers give billions of dollars to
the Group of Eight, when its quality control is so lacking that even its highest-profile research cannot be trusted?
I blame the epic failure of leadership by University of Sydney Vice-Chancellor Dr Michael Spence, who was Chair
of the Group of Eight (Go8) in 2016 as he supported the Australian Paradox fraud rather than truth. Unethically, he
refuses to address key facts in this matter, including faked flat lines. This integrity fail means Go8 promises of
research “excellence” are a sham, and taxpayers are being defrauded on a massive scale. For the record, Sydney
University banks $700m per year from taxpayers. To fix this mess, Dr Spence should oversee the formal retraction
of University of Sydney misinformation that is harming public health, and then he should resign (pp. 5-10 below).
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ANU PhD suggests Rory Robertson bribed University of Sydney VC Michael Spence

Page 58; Readers, the receipt for my donation is reproduced overleaf (RR)

Page 70

Page 94

Page 96
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ANU PHD thesis suggests - via Professor Brand-Miller and Dr Barclay – that Rory Robertson’s
donation to Faculty of Health Sciences was a bribe to secure 2014 research-integrity Inquiry

Page 16 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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But Rory Robertson’s initial letter to Academic Board was what prompted USyd integrity Inquiry
http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Letter-UoS-Academic-Board.pdf
Troubling Initial Inquiry Report wrong on 5 of 7 “Preliminary Findings of Fact”: Evidence buried!

Page 70 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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Latest misconduct issues flowing from University of Sydney’s 2014 research-integrity Inquiry
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

Readers, recall the conspicuously flat, dead-ending, faked data in the chart on page 1. Why did
Professor Brand-Miller and Dr Barclay in 2014 recklessly misinform research-integrity Investigator
Professor Robert Clark AO, insisting the clearly unreliable series is, in fact, “robust and meaningful”?
The first snippet below shows the main recommendation from the University of Sydney’s 2014
research-integrity Inquiry: a new Paradox paper should be written to “specifically address” the “key
factual issues”. (One key factual issue is the flat, dead-ending, faked data at the centre of this fraud.)
Given that clear recommendation, why did Professor Brand-Miller suggest to Ms Hoepner (pp. 56-57)
that she was required to produce “an update”, rather than just properly clarify key factual matters?
So too, is it reasonable for Brand-Miller (pp. 56-57) to be critical of ABC journalists Wendy Carlisle
(Background Briefing) and Emma Alberici (Lateline) for inquiring about the status of the long overdue
clarification paper? They were just doing their jobs. It was Brand-Miller who chose to pretend for years
that some new far-off ABS data were required for her to proceed: again, Brand-Miller and Barclay were
advised to discuss the flat faked dead-ending data at the centre of their story, not to invent a new story.
In March 2017, the Charles Perkins Centre’s Faculty published its new paper in the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition (AJCN). This new paper dishonestly swept the profound problem of fake data under
the carpet. It was able to do that because the University of Sydney in November 2016 used a security
guard to shut down legitimate public scrutiny of a draft of the dishonest AJCN paper. Many in our
community will be shocked to learn that eminent Professors Stephen Simpson (the Academic Head of
the Charles Perkins Centre) and Stewart Truswell (the main scientific author of our Australian Dietary
Guidelines) have been so stupid as to allow their names on the epic Australian Paradox fraud (below).

Discussion and snippets above: pp. 18, 28 & 64 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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Professor Jennie Brand-Miller insists she has “absolutely” no pro-sugar conflicts of interest, yet
she founded and operates University of Sydney’s (50%-owned) Glycemic Index (GI) business!

http://www.gisymbol.com/csr-logicane-sugar/
According to University of Sydney’s revenue-producing operation, healthy Low-GI products include a special LoGI
blend of 99.4% refined sugar, plus yummy Milo (46% sugar). Great for kids and diabetics! Meanwhile…

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-12/scullion-says-sugar-is-killing-remote-communities/7162974

University of Sydney’s Low-GI crew also selling millions of copies of sugar-defending/promoting
Low-GI diet books, a tasty cashflow supported by false Australian Paradox exoneration of sugar

Page 84 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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During National Diabetes Week in July 2017, Rory Robertson wrote to Australian Department of
Health to explain "The scandalous mistreatment of Australians with type 2 diabetes (T2D)":
http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Expanded-Letter-HealthDept-type2diabetes.pdf

Page 5 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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In 2011, University of Sydney used Australian Paradox to campaign against NHMRC

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/health-science/a-spoonful-of-sugar-is-not-so-bad/newsstory/1f78f8d76736b77a9abab0363504ccfe

By recklessly misinforming public-health debate (via promotion of faked flat-lining data as valid,
and other false information), University of Sydney scientists for years have been breaching the

Page 10.1 https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/file/research/researchintegrity/r39_australian_code_responsible_conduct_research_150811.pdf
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Page 79 http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/Big-5-year-update-Feb-2017.pdf
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A series of snippets from the July 2017 ANU PhD thesis follows

ANU PhD thesis is reproduced in full, from p. 3 of http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/2017-ANUPhD-on-Research-Silencing.pdf
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Again, this July 2017 ANU PhD thesis is reproduced in full, from p. 3 of
http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/2017-ANU-PhD-on-Research-Silencing.pdf

--

rory robertson
economist and former-fattie
https://twitter.com/OzParadoxdotcom
Here's me, Emma Alberici and ABC TV's Lateline on the University of Sydney's Australian Paradox
scandal http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2015/s4442720.htm
Want to stop trends in your family and friends towards obesity, type 2 diabetes, heart disease and
various cancers? Stop eating and drinking
sugar: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDaYa0AB8TQ&feature=youtu.be
A life in our times: Vale Alexander “Sandy” Robertson (19332015): http://www.australianparadox.com/pdf/AlecRobertson-born2oct33.pdf
Comments, criticisms, questions, compliments welcome at strathburnstation@gmail.com
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